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About This Game

Year 2029. Transnational Corporation Metacorps discovers a complex of ancient structures on the islands in the Pacific Ocean.
One month later all the information regarding this discovery becomes classified. The World Government sends an intelligence
unit, which must find out why the excavations are kept secret. Along with the squad comes Gulman, the agent doing the dirty

work for Unesco.

Gulman 4: Still alive – is a single-player first-person shooter by Svyatoslav Gulyaev.
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Title: Gulman 4: Still alive
Genre: Action
Developer:
Serzhantov Aleksandr
Publisher:
Serzhantov Aleksandr
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 660 2 GB or AMD Radeon equivalent

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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it is a nice route, but there are errors. Whenever you are in a 150kmh, it just changes to 60 kmh without any notice and just
takes alot of points away from carrer scenarios, so you really need to know the route to achieve all the scenarios.. Amazing
Game, Awesome graphics, amazing into-detail storyline, some of the stories actually made me cry!
I recommend this game a lot, as it gives really important life lessons.. It's somewhat deceaving to be honest. Sure it's cool, the
different type of variations of the same cars. However this not near compared to actually doing "MODS". I was under the belief
that you would be able to to motor swaps from let's just say..simple i4 sohc to a i6\/v8\/v6 swap, or even tune the different ways
to lower\/raise the vehicle. Honestly I would not recomment this dlc as it does seem deceaving on what you can actually do to
the cars. It's basically..go to the auction house, buy a maluch that the standard engine, then the next one in line is a rwd rear
mounted v8 drag car version..which you would think by buying this dlc you would just be able to use the basic maluch and do an
engine swap? Nah. It's cool, but not what was expected. Also, the widebody munich in the "dlc" pic, I have yet to even see that...
Alien Hallway is a strategy game that follows the tug of war formula presented in popular games such as Swords and Soldiers
HD. Unfortunately for Alien Hallway, the game contains bare minimum of features presented in a tug of war game.

The maps are hilariously small, with no branching paths. This means that for the majority of the game, you are left sitting on
your♥♥♥♥♥spamming buttons until either you or the alien opponent is defeated. There is no strategy involved in this setup,
the miners cost a whopping 10 energy which can be spammed right on cool-down in conjunction with whatever space marine(s)
you wish to summon.

The polish is absolutely abysmal in this game. Some aliens, specifically melee ones, do not have attack animations. They do
damage by simply running or walking into your soldiers. Along with low production value, the game appears to have
performance and frame-rate issues when there are too many soldiers and/or aliens on screen at once. This makes Alien Hallway
virtually unplayable in the endgame.

I pity the fool that spent money on this game. Yes I pity myself.. Just gave it a quick go. Seems a fun game with xbox360
controller support. I used to like N.A.R.C. and Ikari Warriors and this reminds me a bit of that. The cartoony, pseudo ww2
setting is quite good also.. I went into this game thinking it could nail the Smash Bros feeling like the actual Smash Bros on
nintendo 64, but it doesn't feel like it, every character you get thrown to use, dies instantly and you have to use another
character, it's not like you have time to strategize and love that character, it's just a character that is bound to die, and then you
are FORCED to use a character that you might dislike, I really don't think it's a good idea for a game to force you to play as a
team when you coud play them separately and respawn as the character that you like.

I do not know, maybe it's not my style but it could be fun if you are interested in a game that involves Team characters, you
might like it with friends but for it's price I can't really recommend it. I thought you could play with just one but it seems to not
be the case here, I might purchase it when it goes on sale tho, but for now it's a no for me
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(How i got here\/trivial\/skippable) I got to this game via "Choice of Robots" which positively surprised me. I got Choice of
Robots via a sale and was simply interested in playing a completely text based C&C game. I really liked Choice of Robots, your
coices really mattered and you were able to explore totally different stories. I think i played around 7 playthroughs of Choice of
Robots, this game sadly appears to be a little different.

I managed to stop at a playtime of 115 minutes - yes i am a slow reader - before writing this little review, and at the moment I
am contemplating whether or not i want to refund the game, not necessarily because of the money, but more in order to
weighten my verdict. Keep in mind that i interrupted my first playthrough and that i am thus not capable of garanteeing
anything, the far smaller amount of achievements - compared to Choice of Robots - nevertheless reflects my thoughts.

The story seems to be rather out of your hand, while you could make nearly every single decision in Choice of Robots, this
game let's the protagonist or other characters take crucial decisions for you, eliminating the possibility of different playthroughs
diverging significantly storywise. To elaborate what i mean i'll have to comment on one example for this, which is impossible
without a mild spoiler.
The scene where i stoped and looked at my playtime:

You are making your first real investigation (it did not seem to me that the story could have diverged earlier) and interview
someone who called for help, you get out and talk to your "editor"\/helper who wants to meet and talk about the leads you
gathered. The protagonist and her helper quickly talk about where to meet and it is decided that you meet at a coffee. You can't
decide differently and you still get an achievement for drinking a coffee. This just feels odd. Espacially since the consequences
of meeting in the office rather than in a coffee place are talked about, instead of giving you the possibility to think about the
different outcomes and make a reflected decision, changing the path the story would take.

All in all i am fairly dissapointed at this game atm, and will consider whether or not i will refund it within the next days.
. Hi to all you farmers.

Firstly this is a good game i have played it for over 100 hrs so i know it's good and bad points but over all it is a good game.

PROS...
It has very clear and sharp focuse grathics and runs at 60fps
You can add mods
It does not slow your computer down when playing
It has 4 DLC packs heaving with lots of equipment
Reasonable price
is an improvement on fs 2014
Has cattle to care for.
You can harvest timber

Cons...
Fails to give a feeling of real life such as it has no wildlife like birds in the sky flying or foxes and rabbits or deer and squrrils
adding these things would be like on a real farm.

Needs to add pigs to care for.
There is no 12 month cycle such as winter, sping, summer, autum as it would be nice to see snow in winter.
Needs more DLC as not everyone likes to add mods in case of game conflicts
Needs more maps and bigger maps too
Need to feed chickens with seed
Need to collect milk with tanker to sell to shops
Need a egg station to store and box up your eggs then crate them and load them onto lorry to sell.
Need to use more then 1 hired worker
Need more trucks and Equipment.
Need more steam achievements.
Would be nice to have a wine vinyard and produce wine.
Be able to plant grapes for your vinyard red and green grape fields
Need strawberry field and produce strawberrys also apple trees to produce cider
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Need to plant mustard crops
There is so much more i could suggest but it would end up being a book

Bugs...
Traffice and hired worker has no AI as many times vehicles will collide with each other
Grass verge is to narrow next to roads which causes collisons with traffic when vehicle is turning.
Collisons with barn on plot 16 when using the HORSCH Pronto 9 SW sowing machine reason for this is the sowing machine is
very long and not enough space to turn...to get around this bug just plant one strip of grass to make distance between barn and
edge of field wider so vehicle will turn when using hired worker.

The Zunhammer SKE 18.5 PU Slurry Tank runs out to quickly and need to refill many times to do one crop.

Over all this is still a good game which will give you hours of fun but needs a patch to correct some of these issues.

Many people report having issues with this game and this is due to them adding mods as some mods will conflict with other
mods and prevent the game running or working properly...please add and test 1 mod at a time before adding another mod and
always make a backup copy of your saved file before adding, deleting, or altering anything.

If you buy this game it will be worth it and i will give it a thumbs up but i rate it 7 out of 10 and when this game is improved i
will give it a higher rating.

Hope you enjoyed my review and i hope it helps you.. this is a very nice bit of dlc it looks fantasic
and is great to drive. i recomend if you like the days of mainline steam. It feels like a cross between Tetris and Bejewelled. I
don't prefer it to either, but it does have upbeat music and modern graphics. At least it isn't too cartoony and doesn't suffer from
a story mode. In the absence of a decent Tetris clone or a Bejewelled sequel, it is worth playing. Perhaps when I learn to
appreciate the blocks that make it distinct from Tetris, I may get to like it more.. \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605
. Game crashed a few minutes in. Maybe it'll be fixed in the future.
No explanation of controls leading to lots of guessing.
No clear explanation (or indication) if a door is locked or needs power or is unlocked.

You're a prisoner in an underground prisoner put in isolation. You were sent to prison for murdering your family. I guess you
are innocent? You are told all this in some fairly clunky text.

Level design looks okay from what little I saw before the crash.

I'd wait on this one folks. Maybe the developers will fix it and make it a bit more stable.. I was playing Lumines via PPSSPP a
few days before this came out. I probably still will on handheld. This game is great in any form, but one that is native 4K, super
smooth with some extra modes and skins? I'm down.

Well worth the $15. Incredible puzzle game with entrancing audiovisuals. It's challenging and teaches you via play. Now I'm
super hyped for The Tetris Effect for a slightly more zen experience. Lumines can get extremely frantic, but the pacing of the
levels is excellent as you get occasional breaks in the frenetic action that give you time to clear your board.. I recently picked
this up as part of the Summer Sale. ( under a buck )

Very fun, would have actually paid more. ( shhhhhh ) The levels are challengeing yet fair. If you screw up and die, it is
USUALLY the fault of the player and not the game.

B++. Poorly designed, poorly programmed, far too hard to beat, obviously rushed to market without cooking it at all just for
some quick cash!

AVOID LIKE THE PLAGUE!

If you want a GOOD isometric puzzle game you should play the MegaMan Battle Network or Boktai games instead. and far
BETTER for puzzles are Ittle Dew 1 & 2 here on steam!. Hey, that's pretty good
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